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Opens with the sudden death of cricket legend David Hookes, from there it surveys all that flowed from that fateful event. Explores the collision of two worlds, that of a favourite
Aussie son, and its attendant fame, and that of an outsider to the system.
Award-winning actor, rapper, and producer Ice-T unveils a compelling and astonishing memoir of his early life robbing jewelry stores until he found fame and fortune—while a
handful of bad choices sent his former crime partner down an incredibly different path. Ice-T rose to fame in the late 1980s, earning acclaim for his music before going on to
capture television audiences as Odafin “Fin” Tutuola in Law & Order: Special Victims Unit?. But it could have gone much differently. In this gripping and candid memoir, Ice-T
and Spike, his former crime partner—collaborating with New York Times bestselling author Douglas Century—relate the shocking stories of their shared pasts, and how just a
handful of decisions led to their incredibly different lives. Both grew up in violent, gang-controlled Los Angeles neighborhoods and worked together to orchestrate a series of
jewelry heists in LA and across the US. But while Ice-T was discovered rapping in a club and got his first record deal, Spike was caught for a jewel robbery and did three years in
prison. As his music career began to take off, Ice made the decision to leave the criminal life; Spike continued to plan increasingly ingenious and risky jewel heists. And in 1992,
after one of Spike’s robberies ended tragically, he was sentenced to thirty-five years to life. While he sat behind bars, he watched his former partner rise to fame in music,
movies, and television. Harrowing, timely, and thoughtful, two men with two very different lives reveal how their paths might have very well been reversed if they made different
choices. All it took was a Split Decision.
Return to the pulse-pounding world of FBI special agent Maggie O’Dell, in book two of the bestselling series by Alex Cava. They dubbed him the Collector, so named for his
ritual of collecting victims before disposing of them in the most heinous ways possible. FBI profiler Maggie O’Dell tracked him for two years, finally ending their game of cate
and mouse. Now Albert Stucky has escaped from prison…and he is setting up a new game for Maggie. Some say Maggie O’Dell has lost her edge. Since capturing Stucky, she
has been walking a tightwire, battling nightmares and guilt over the victims she couldn’t save. Now that Stucky is loose again, she’s been pulled out of the field. But as Stucky’s
trail of victims leads closer and closer to Maggie, she is put back on the case under the supervision of Special Agent R. J. Tully. Together they race against the clock to hunt the
killer, and Maggie finds herself pushed to the very edge. Has her desire to stop Albert Stucky become a matter of personal vengeance? Has she crossed the line? And has that
been Stucky’s goal all along—to make her into a monster? Originally published in 2001
"Nathan Wexler is a brilliant physicist who thinks he's found a way to send matter a split second back into the past. But before he can confirm his findings, he and his wife-to-be,
Jenna Morrison, find themselves in a battle for their very lives. Because while time travel to an instant earlier seems useless, Jenna comes to learn that no capability in history
has ever been more profound or far-reaching" -- back cover.
The Art of Split-Second Success
King and Maxwell
A Wrinkle in Time
The Power of Attitude
Split Second Choice
A teenaged boy who is thrown out of his house by his abusive father goes to live with his older brother, who ran away from home years ago to escape the abuse.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Catherine Coulter returns with another pulse-pounding thriller featuring FBI agents Dillon Savich and Lacey Sherlock... A serial killer is on the loose, and it's up to FBI
agents Dillon Savich and Lacey Sherlock to bring him down. They soon discover that the killer has blood ties to an infamous and now long-dead monster. Savich and Sherlock are joined by agents Lucy Carlyle
and Cooper McKnight, and the chase is on. At the same time, Agent Carlyle learns from her dying father that her grandfather didn't simply walk away from his family twenty-two years ago: he was, in fact,
murdered by his wife, Lucy's grandmother. Determined to find the truth, Lucy moves into her grandmother's Chevy Chase mansion. What she finds, however, is a nightmare. Not only does she discover the truth
of what happened all those years ago, but she faces a new mystery, one that has been passed down from mother to daughter for generations. As the hunt for the serial killer escalates, Savich realizes he's become
the killer's focus, and perhaps the next victim. It's up to Lucy to stop this madness before it's too late.
In this #1 New York Times bestseller, a child is kidnapped at a presidential retreat and two former Secret Service agents must become private investigators in a desperate search that might destroy them both. A
daring kidnapping turns a children's birthday party at Camp David, the presidential retreat, into a national security nightmare. Former Secret Service agents turned private investigators Sean King and Michelle
Maxwell don't want to get involved. But years ago Sean saved the First Lady's husband, then a senator, from political disaster. Now the president's wife presses Sean and Michelle into a desperate search to
rescue a kidnapped child. With Michelle still battling her own demons, the two are pushed to the limit, with forces aligned on all sides against them-and the line between friend and foe impossible to define...or
defend.
In 'Split Second', secret agents Sean King and Michelle Maxwell join forces in order to uncover the truth behind the murder and abduction of presidential candidates. 'The Christmas Train' follows disillusioned
journalist Tom Langdon, on route from Washington to L.A. before Christmas, as he begins a voyage of self-discovery.
Leadership in the Line of Duty
Head First Statistics
Split Second
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Split Decision
Split Second Decision

In this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller, when two former Secret Service agents investigate a message from a soldier who was supposedly killed, they're determined to protect his
son...even if they pay for it with their lives. It seems at first like a simple, tragic story. Tyler Wingo, a teenage boy, learns the awful news that his father, a soldier, was killed in action in
Afghanistan. Then the extraordinary happens: Tyler receives a communication from his father...after his supposed death. Tyler hires Sean and Michelle to solve the mystery
surrounding his father. But their investigation quickly leads to deeper, more troubling questions. Could Tyler's father really still be alive? What was his true mission? Could Tyler be
the next target? Sean and Michelle soon realize that they've stumbled on to something bigger and more treacherous than anyone could have imagined. And as their hunt for the truth
leads them relentlessly to the highest levels of power and to uncovering the most clandestine of secrets, Sean and Michelle are determined to help and protect Tyler--though they may
pay for it with their lives.
Journalistic photograph on social condition and momentous events in Indonesia.
Two Secret Service agents sworn to guard their protectees lost them in a single moment . . . and in this #1 New York Times bestseller, they're about to learn that the violence has just
begun. Michelle Maxwell has just wrecked her promising career at the Secret Service. Against her instincts, she let a presidential candidate out of her sight for the briefest moment and
the man whose safety was her responsibility vanished into thin air. ?Sean King knows how the younger agent feels. Eight years earlier, the hard-charging Secret Service agent allowed
his attention to be diverted for a split second. And the candidate he was protecting was gunned down before his eyes. Now Michelle and Sean are about to see their destinies converge.
Drawn into a maze of lies, secrets, and deadly coincidences, the two discredited agents uncover a shocking truth: that the separate acts of violence that shattered their lives were really a
long time in the making—and are a long way from over.
Charlie and Nat must expose a public official for who he truly is before he is elected prime minister in the riveting and romantic sequel to the explosive thriller, In a Split Second. Nat
and Charlie are on the run and in more danger than ever before. Nowhere is safe and they can’t trust anyone but each other. Roman Riley’s networks could discover them at any time,
so Charlie believes their only option is to go undercover in Riley’s team, but Nat doesn’t agree. So Charlie sneaks away to pursue her plan alone. Nat is desperate to find Charlie, but
his family is relying on him, and he can’t leave them behind. Even if Nat and Charlie can find each other again, could being together be even more dangerous than being apart?
Deadpool & Cable
Time Frame
Flipnosis
Split Second How to Act Fast and Create Positive Results Now!
An “entertaining” look at the psychology and neuroscience behind the act of influencing others (Kirkus Reviews). People try to persuade
us every day. From the news to the Internet to coworkers and family, everyone and everything wants to influence our thoughts in some
way. And in turn, we hope to persuade others. Understanding the dynamics of persuasion can help us to achieve our own goals—and resist
being manipulated by those who don’t necessarily have our best interests at heart. Psychologist Kevin Dutton has identified a powerful
strain of immediate, instinctual persuasion, a method of influence that allows people to disarm skepticism, win arguments, and close
deals. With a combination of astute methods and in-depth research in the fields of psychology and neuroscience, Dutton’s fascinating and
provocative book: Introduces the natural super-persuaders in our midst: Buddhist monks, magicians, advertisers, con men, hostage
negotiators, and even psychopaths. Reveals which hidden pathways in the brain lead us to believe something even when we know it’s not
true. Explains how group dynamics can make us more tolerant or deepen our extremism. Illuminates the five elements of SPICE
(simplicity, perceived self-interest, incongruity, confidence, and empathy) for instantly effective persuasion. “[Split-Second Persuasion]
offers some powerful insights into the art and science of getting people to do what you want.” —New Scientist
Becker Drane has still got the coolest job in the world, but being a Fixer in The Seems while trying to live a normal 13-year-old life is
sometimes impossible. On the way to a family holiday, a bomb explodes in the Department of Time and Becker is called in to repair the
damage. He discovers a path of destruction way beyond his wildest imagination and his faith in The Seems, as well as in his abilities as a
Fixer, are shaken to the core. But help comes from a new and ambitious Fixer, as well as a legend from the past, and soon Becker is
winning out in his battle against dark forces.
The tension mounts in part two of the action-packed thriller, Split Second. . . Bound together by the devastating consequences of a
terrorist attack on a London market, teenagers Charlotte (Charlie) and Nat appear at first to have much in common. But, as Charlie gets
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closer to Nat, she begins to wonder - does he know more about the attack than he's let on? This is PART TWO of THREE of the heartstopping thriller, Split Second, by bestselling and award-winning author, Sophie McKenzie. It is not the whole book. PART THREE will be
released on the 24th of July. However, if you cannot wait, THE WHOLE EBOOK IS ALSO AVAILABLE NOW! "A terrifying, fast-paced thriller
that you won't be able to put down." Teen Now, four-star review "Wow. Sophie McKenzie knows how to get her readers right on the edge of
their seats. Split Seconds a rollercoaster of a read, full of twists and turns and betrayals … And the story will continue in Every Second
Counts. I'll be watching this space for book two. With bated breath!" The Book Bag
The sensational bestseller read by over a million people and translated into six languages. Richards is “a worthy successor to Michael
Crichton," (SF Book.com), who can “keep you turning the pages all night long" (Douglas Preston). Kira Miller is a brilliant genetic
engineer who discovers how to temporarily achieve a transcendent level of intelligence. But this enhancement comes at a high cost. When
Kira is found to be behind a bioterror plot that threatens millions, special forces operative David Desh is tasked with hunting her down.
But when Desh learns that the bioterror plot is just the tip of the iceberg, he is thrust into a byzantine maze of deception and intrigue, and
becomes a key player in a deadly game he can't begin to understand. One that is certain to have a dramatic impact on the course of human
history. . . Richards delivers a smart thriller crammed with breakneck action, unexpected twists, mind-expanding science, and intriguing
concepts readers will be contemplating long after they've read the last page.
In A Split Second
Simple Genius
The Death of David Hookes and the Trial of Zdravko Micevic
Split Second; The Christmas Train
A Play in Two Acts
A heart-stopping YA thriller, from the author of the award-winning Girl, Missing and Close My Eyes . . . Bound together by the devastating consequences of a terrorist attack on a London market, teenagers
Charlotte (Charlie) and Nat appear at first to have much in common. But, as Charlie gets closer to Nat and his family, she begins to wonder if perhaps he knows more about the attack than he has let on.
Split Second is an action-packed thriller that shifts between the perspectives of its two main characters as their courage and their loyalties are tested to the limit.
A comprehensive introduction to statistics that teaches the fundamentals with real-life scenarios, and covers histograms, quartiles, probability, Bayes' theorem, predictions, approximations, random
samples, and related topics.
A split second is all it takes to make a decision - but what if it is the wrong one? A winter's evening and a trio of unruly youths board a bus and gang up on teenager Luke Murray, hurling abuse and
threatening to kill him. The bus is full but no one intervenes until Jason Barnes, a young student, challenges the youths with devastating consequences.Split Second tackles questions of bravery, fear and
kindness and explores the real human impact of violent crime. Praise for Cath Staincliffe, A book about courage and compromise, about how sometimes it's kinder and braver to lie. Stunning. Anne
Cleeves. Modest, compassionate...a solid ingenious plotter with a sharp eye for domestic detail.' Literary Review 'Complex and satisfying.' The Sunday Times 'About as good as the British private eye novel
gets.' Time Out 'An engrossing read'. Sunday Telegraph
SPLIT SECOND was the 27th bestselling Kindle book of 2017-out of almost 6 million titles. Now, this blockbuster continues with TIME FRAME, a standalone sequel that will leave you breathless. A
daring attempt to go back a split second in time to destroy Kim Jong-un. A discovery so consequential it dwarfs even time travel. And a treacherous enemy bent on revenge. Lee Cargill is the head of Q5, a
secret organization that can send objects a split second back into the past. And while this seems utterly useless, it turns out to be the most powerful capability the world has ever known. Those who control it
can transform civilization-or destroy it entirely. When Cargill sends Aaron Blake, his most formidable operative, on an unauthorized mission to destroy Kim Jong-un, all hell breaks loose. As Blake battles
for his life, his chances of thwarting the North Korean tyrant plummet. But they're about to get far worse. Because China has learned of Q5 technology, and they'll stop at nothing to hunt Blake down . . .
And all the while, a powerful enemy has reemerged. An enemy who seeks to use time travel technology to achieve a twisted, psychopathic vision that will leave millions dead-starting with Lee Cargill and the
entire Q5 team. TIME FRAME is a roller-coaster ride of a thriller, one packed with fascinating concepts that readers will be contemplating long after they've read the last page."Richards is a worthy
successor to Michael Crichton." (SF Book.com)"Richards is an extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can "keep you turning the pages all night long." (Douglas Preston)Near Future Science Fiction
Thrillers by Douglas E. RichardsWIRED (Wired 1)AMPED (Wired 2)MIND'S EYE (Nick Hall 1)BRAINWEB (Nick Hall 2)MIND WAR (Nick Hall 3) QUANTUM LENSSPLIT SECOND (Split Second
1)TIME FRAME (Split Second 2)GAME CHANGER INFINITY BORN-New in 2017!Kids Science Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by kids and adults alike)TRAPPED (Prometheus Project
1)CAPTURED (Prometheus Project 2)STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3)OUT OF THIS WORLDTHE DEVIL'S SWORD
Wired
The Split Second
Training Your Mind for Split-Second Decisions
In a Split Second
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Perfect for fans of Sliding Doors, Kasie West's riveting novel Pivot Point follows a girl with the power to see her potential futures.
Addison Coleman's life is one big "What if?" As a Searcher, a special type of clairvoyant, whenever Addie is faced with a choice, she is
able to look into the future and see both outcomes. So when her parents tell her they are getting a divorce and she has to pick who she
wants to live with, a Search has never been more important. In one future Addie is living with her mom in the life she's always known and is
being pursued by the most popular guy in school. In the other she is the new girl in school, where she falls for a cute, quiet artist. Then
Addie finds herself drawn into a murder investigation, and her fate takes a darker turn. With so much to lose in either future, Addie must
decide which reality she's willing to live through . . . and who she's willing to live without.
Call them a duo with a special kind of dynamics...call them the odd couple but with guns...call them 90s comics distilled down into two
characters-DEADPOOL AND CABLE ARE BACK, BABY! That's right-The Merc with the Mouth and the Soldier with the Scowl are together again in this
all-new series! When Cable gets a vision of a terrible future set off by the death of one man, he knows he must protect him no matter what!
I'll get you three guesses who's been hired to kill that guy. Go on, guess. COLLECTING: DEADPOOL & CABLE: SPLIT SECOND (2015) #1-3.
Two lives. One explosive moment. And a secret that could end it all... A riveting, romantic thriller from the author of Girl, Missing.
Charlie’s life is torn apart by a terrorist bomb in a London market. Months later, she meets Nat, whose family was devastated by the same
explosion. But as Charlie gets closer to Nat she uncovers secrets and a whole cast of shady characters that lead her to believe Nat knows
more about the attack than he is letting on. In a Split Second is a breathtaking thriller that shifts between the perspectives of its two
main characters as their courage and their loyalties are tested to the limit.
We make about 35,000 decisions every day. Most of them are mundane and not significant, but about 70 of those decisions are life-changing
and life-altering split-second decisions. What are split-second decisions? They are decisions made when the following factors are involved:
time constraint, limited information, and critical consequences. This is also known as the TLC framework. In this book, you will learn: ①
Specific strategies to improve and maximize your split-second decision-making ability. ② To manage decision fatigue, which is the decrease
in your ability to make optimal decisions as the day progresses, especially if you had to make several mundane decisions throughout the day.
③ The required rules for making split-second decisions- i.e., no decision is a decision. You must decide. If you are an executive, business
leader, chief, first responder, or in a leadership role, the framework for split-second decisions is a tool that gives you an advantage in
making optimal decisions at the most critical times. When making split-second decisions, you have either been trained or you are guessing.
The same is true for your employees and those you lead. They have either been taught and have a clear framework for what and how to respond
during these critical times, or they are guessing. Split-second decisions teach extraordinary leaders how to make exceptional decisions and
help move good teams to greatness.
Every Second Counts
Split Second, Split Moment
How One ER Doctor Shares His Strategy That Teaches Great Leaders to Make Excellent Decisions
Hour Game
First Family
Split SecondGrand Central Publishing
In The Art of Split-Second Success, you will learn to push the limits of traditional thought and immediately tap into creativity you never knew you had-transforming your work and
your life forever. Robert Channing, the world's greatest speed painter and mentalist, shares secrets only he could know after mentoring the nation's top corporations, startup
businesses, athletes, and celebrities. In fact, as this book was going to press, Channing was winning accolades from legendary athlete Serena Williams-the world's #1 women's
tennis champion and Sports Illustrated Athlete of the Year. Serena knows what it's like to overcome insurmountable odds, so when Channing painted her portrait in less than 90
seconds-and presented it to her at an event hosted by Cigna Insurance-she cried out, "NO! STOP! That is INCREDIBLE. That's bananas. I LOVE IT! Robert, thank you so much! I'm
going to put this up in my home!" You, too, hold in your hands the way to a successful life. Remember when you were a child and you believed life was magical? As it turns out,
the magic of life IS real, and it's far more breathtaking, awe inspiring, and exciting than you ever imagined. You can be, do, or have anything you want by unleashing your
creativity, calculating bold moves, and connecting with your childlike curiosity. If you can see it in your mind, you can and will have it in your hands. Take it from Robert Channing,
one of the top thought leaders of the 21st century: Read this book and take action now. Think free and act fast. "If we did all the things we are capable of we would astound
ourselves." Thomas Edison Predict your future by creating it today. This book was made for you and it's going to change your life. In this book Robert Channing promises to deliver
three startling surprises: - Something you've never seen before - Something you'll never see again - And something you have to see to believe Take them to heart, and everything
from your career to your personal and family life will take on a powerful new momentum and meaning. Use Robert Channing's proven process to recreate your life-starting with a
blank canvas of infinite opportunities on which your own masterpiece will be painted.
What is it like to grow up with cerebral palsy? How does a child cope throughout life with a disability? What obstacles will they be faced with while trying to reach their goals and
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achieve their dreams? Kyle Scott was diagnosed with a mystery classification of cerebral palsy at the age of sixteen months, but that hasn’t stopped him from living his life to the
fullest. Surrounded by the best family and friends one could ask for, he has strived for and achieved far more than doctors, specialists, and therapists claimed he would,
ultimately proving that anything is possible. This is a story about how an entire life can change in a split second, but it’s what you do with your life from that day forward that
creates a life worth living. “In life, you need certain qualities: courage, the ability to smile, determination, and a never-give-up attitude!” –Kyle N. Scott “The only disability in life
is a bad attitude!” –Scott Hamilton “Be Yourself; Everyone Else is Already Taken!” –Anonymous
'What if I were to tell you that a psychopathic arsonist might also be the person most likely to save you from a burning building?' *This book is about a special kind of persuasion:
'flipnosis'. It has an incubation period of just seconds, and can instantly disarm even the most discerning mind. Flipnosis is black-belt mind control. It doesn't just turn the tables,
it kicks them over. *From the malign but fascinating powers of psychopaths, serial killers and con men to the political genius of Winston Churchill - via the grandmasters of martial
arts, Buddhist monks, magicians, advertisers, salesmen, CEOs and frogs that mug each other - Kevin Dutton's brilliantly original and revelatory book explores what cutting-edge
science can teach us about the techniques of persuasion.
Split-Second Courage
Split
The Art of Split-Second Persuasion
Living in the World With Cerebral Palsy
Life Stories

Thriller.
Still flustered from her conversation with Jake, Anita entered her father's den. Looking around her at the books and resources the room housed, Anita despaired that
she would never measure up to her father, a criminal lawyer known the world over for his work. Flopping down into the cozy leather chair behind the desk, Anita put
her head down, neglecting her studies, and concentrated on where she was going to find a date; after all, she had to show Jake she wasn't a prude. Contemplating
her next move, Anita made a phone call to her best, and only friend, Carolyn. The word 'opposites' described them to a tee; Carolyn was bouncy, carefree, and
outgoing. Nothing bothered her. Anita on the other hand, was studious, predicable, and had a conscious that drove her nuts. She was very much a Miss Priss.
Learning of Anita's little dilemma, via Anita's phone conversation, Carolyn burst out laughing. She congratulated her friend on getting out of her little box, and told
her not to worry, that everything would be taken care of. Hanging up the phone, Anita felt queasy; she was no longer in control, having given Carolyn the task of
finding her a date for the party. She looked around the intimidating room once more before closing its door behind her. Any thought of concentrating on her studies
had gone out the window.
A man accused of burglary seems innocent . . . but in this #1 New York Times bestseller, two ex-Secret Service agents quickly learn that nothing is more dangerous
than the truth. A woman is found murdered in the woods. It seems like a simple case but it soon escalates into a terrible nightmare. Someone is replicating the killing
styles of the most infamous murderers of all time. No one knows this criminal's motives...or who will die next. Two ex-Secret Service agents, Sean King and Michelle
Maxwell, have been hired to defend a man's innocence in a burglary involving an aristocratic family. Then a series of secrets leads the partners right into the frantic
hunt that is confounding even the FBI. Now King and Maxwell are playing the Hour Game, uncovering one horrifying revelation after another and putting their lives
in danger. For the closer they get to the truth, the closer they get to the most shocking surprise of all.
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had
come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly stranger
told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off course. Let me sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there is
such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's
unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe
(athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret work for
the government on the tesseract problem.
Split-Second Persuasion
Pivot Point
50 Leadership Lessons for Making Split Second Decisions from a Cop Who Has Been in Life and Death Situations
What If Your Fears Were the Key to Your Dreams!
The Ancient Art and New Science of Changing Minds
Two ex-Secret Service agents must face a dark world of violence, codes, and spies at a secret CIA training camp in this #1 New York Times bestseller
about a mystery that could destroy the nation. Near Washington, D.C., there are two clandestine institutions: the world's most unusual laboratory
and a secret CIA training camp. Drawn to these sites by a murder, ex-Secret Service agent Sean King encounters a dark world of mathematicians,
codes, and spies. His search for answers soon leads him to more shocking violence-and an autistic girl with an extraordinary genius. Now, only by
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working with his partner, Michelle Maxwell, who is battling her own personal demons, can he catch a killer...and stop a national threat.
Kasie West delivers nail-biting suspense and heart-pounding romance in the thrilling sequel to Pivot Point. Addie has always been able to see the
future when faced with a choice, but that doesn't make her present any easier. Her boyfriend used her. Her best friend betrayed her. So when
Addie's dad invites her to spend her winter break with him in the Norm world, she jumps at the chance. There she meets the handsome and achingly
familiar Trevor. He's a virtual stranger to her, so why does her heart do a funny flip every time she sees him? But after witnessing secrets that were
supposed to stay hidden, Trevor quickly seems more suspicious of Addie than interested in her. She wants to change that. Laila, her best friend, has
a secret of her own: she can restore Addie's memories . . . once she learns how. But there are powerful people who don't want this to happen.
Desperate, Laila tries to manipulate Connor, a brooding bad boy from school—but he seems to be the only boy in the Compound immune to her
charms. And the only one who can help her.
One Split Second
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